Manifestations of probe presence on probe dynamics in supercooled liquids.
Experimental studies that follow behavior of single probes embedded in heterogeneous systems are increasingly common. The presence of probes may perturb the system, and such perturbations may or may not affect interpretation of host behavior from the probe observables typically measured. In this study, the manifestations of potential probe-induced changes to host dynamics in supercooled liquids are investigated via molecular dynamics simulations. It is found that probe dynamics do not necessarily mirror host dynamics as they exist either in the probe-free or probe-bearing systems. In particular, for a binary supercooled liquid, we find that smooth probes larger than the host particles induce increased translational diffusion in the host system; however, the diffusion is anisotropic and enhances caging of the probe, suppressing probe translational diffusion. This in turn may lead experiments that follow probe diffusion to suggest Stokes-Einstein behavior of the system even while both the probe-free and probe-bearing systems exhibit deviations from that behavior.